ABSTRACT. If a function/is continuous on a closed Jordan curve T and meromorphic inside T, then the polynomials of best uniform approximation to / on T converge interior to T. Furthermore, the limit function can in each case be explicitly determined in terms of the mapping function for the interior of T. Applications and generalizations of this result are also given.
lim[/(z) -Pn(f, CO»] ft (f-^)'' = X 6 (f^)'
where X is a prescribed root of an explicitly determined polynomial, K S= (2i™i ';) -1, and the c/s, j = 1, 2,..., K, can be explicitly determined in terms of X. Furthermore, the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of D.
Remark. Whether or not (1) holds for z G U is unknown. The few examples of best approximation to meromorphic functions on U that are known [5] indicate uniform convergence on U.
It should also be remarked that if/is as in Theorem 1, we can now calculate firri"^,x\\f -p"(f,U)\\y, and we can find (using Taylor series for instance) a sequence of polynomials {q"}%LQ such that where/,(z) = a(z)/ UT-i (1 -S,*)*. We shall then show that g(z) = limPn(f U)(z) forz G F.
n->oo
To this end we note that proving the existence and uniqueness of such a function g is equivalent to proving the existence and uniqueness of a function F analytic in D, with the prescribed values F(-J)(ai) = f\i)(ai), for i = 1, 2,..., m and/ = 0, 1,...,/,-1, and which minimizes ||F||D. For if F is such a function we can write (2) F(z)=fx(z)-g(z)n{^)\ where g is analytic in D. Should there exist a function gx analytic in F for which |/i« -A«) ft (f^fjl < l/iw -*> 8 (í^fz)'ÍL;
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The function Fx will then be analytic in D. Assume the values F<xJ)(ai) = fY) (ai) for /' = 1, 2,..., m andj = 0, 1,...,/, -1, and \\FX \\D < ||F||ß, thus contradicting our assumption about F. Conversely, if we start with a "minimal" g and define F by (2), we can likewise show that F has the desired minimal property.
We shall, therefore, presently concern ourselves with the problem of determining the function F. We begin by establishing its existence. Proof. Clearly, the class of all such functions is nonempty. In fact, one can easily construct a polynomial P, which interpolates the given values and so since II^IId < oo, a straightforward application of Montel's compactness criterion [3, Vol. I, p. 415] establishes our lemma.
The following theorem completely describes the function F. Looking back we find that FM(bM+x) can be expressed as a rational function in X whose coefficients are determined by the a,'s and the values fY)(ai), i = 1, 2,..., m and/ = 0, 1,...,/, -1. From (4) we thus obtain a polynomial A which we can explicitly determine, and of which A is a root, i.e. A(A) = 0. The inverse of (2) yields (5) F () _ [ ((* -5t)/(l -bkz))Fk(z) + Fk_x(bk) 1 k~lK Ll + Fk_x(bk)((z -bk)/(\ -bkz))Fk(z)I and allows us to calculate F0 and then F once we have determined X. We note that the values Fk_x(bk), k = 1, 2,..., M, are functions of X, and that as defined by (5), each function Fk_x will be analytic in D with \\Fk_x \\D = 1 (as desired) provided that the function Fk is and that \Fk_x(bk)\ < 1. Thus X will be the largest positive root of the polynomial A which satisfies the condition \Fk_x(bk)\ < 1, for k = 1, 2,..., M. We shall give an example of how A, À and thus F can be determined later.
From (5) it is also evident that the function Fk_x will be rational and \\Fk-X \\D = 1 for k = 1, 2,..., M, since FM(z) = ±1. In particular the function F will have the form where \cj\ < 1 for/ = 1, 2,..., K and K á M = (2," /,-) -L Note that due to possible cancellation of terms we might have K < M.
The uniqueness of F now follows easily. Suppose G is another function analytic in D which assumes the values G<J)(ai) = F(J)(ai) for / = 1, 2,..., m and / = 0, 1,...,/, -1, and such that ||G||D = \\F\\D. Let X be as before and define a sequence [Gk}k_x from G as we did from F. We will then conclude that \Gu(bM+x)\ = 1, and furthermore, we will find that GM(bM+x) can be expressed as the same rational function of X that we obtained for FM(bM+x), namely one whose coefficients depend only on the prescribed values of F at the points {a,}™,. As a result we find that GM(bM+x) = FM(bM+x), and then working backwards we obtain G0 = FQ, and thus G = F.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let g be as in Corollary 1, the unique analytic function of "best approximation" to / on D. We may then write \\f-s\\u = \\f^)-g^n({^)ll\\D (6) sIN-^^)fi(f^)4L
= \\f-Pn(f,U)\\D, for « = 0,1,2,....
Furthermore, the function g is not only analytic in D but continuous in D = D + U, and so by Walsh's theorem [4, p.98] , given any e > 0, there exists a polynomial q such that \\g -q\\u < e. Thus for n sufficiently large (greater than the degree of q), we have 11/ -PnU, U)\\u ^ 11/ -911,7 S 11/ -g\\u + e, which together with (6) implies that (7) feftll/ -PnU, U)\\v -ll/-*lley From (7) and the uniqueness of g it now follows that every subsequence of {Pn(f, ^)}^=o contains itself, a subsequence that converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to g. However, the sequence {p"(f, U)}^0 is equicontinuous on every compact subset of D, and so our theorem follows.
5. An example. We now give a simple application of Theorem 1. Let f(z) = l/[z(z -1/2)]. In order to find lim"^00[/ -pn(f, U)] we first find that function F analytic in F, with values: 6. The general case. We now consider the case where / is a function that is continuous on a closed Jordan curve T and meromorphic inside T.
Letting fl denote the interior of T wt have, by Riemann's mapping theorem, that there exists a function w = <j>(z) that is regular in Q and maps fi conformally onto the open unit disc D. Furthermore, since the boundary of £2 is Y, a closed Jordan curve, <j> may be extended continuously, to Y so that it will map Y onto the unit circle F in a one-to-one manner [3, Vol. Ill, p. 70] .
The function/° <f>-1 will then be meromorphic in F and continuous on U. If we let {ax,a2,... ,am} be the poles of/in Í2, then {ax,a2,... ,am} where a, = <f> («,) for i = 1, 2,..., m will be the poles of / ° <#>"' in D. Applying Theorem 1 to / ° <p~l on U we have If z G S2 and w = <#>(z) we can write
fí(w~M| Consequently, our theorem will follow if it is shown that the sequence {F" -Q" ° <b~l}%L0 converges to zero uniformly on compact subsets of D. In order to accomplish this we first prove that (10) limll/-ß"||r = "lim||/o ^-i -^|!t/.
To this end, we observe that since <¡>_1 is regular in D and continuous in D + U, it can be arbitrarily approximated by polynomials on U. This follows from Walsh's theorem [4, p. 98] . Thus given any ex > 0 there exists a polynomial Sm such that ||<f>_1 -Sm\\v < eI( and given any e2 > 0, by choosing e, sufficiently small we will have Similarly given any e3 > 0 there exists a polynomial rk such that ||$ -rk\\v < e3, and given any e4 > 0, by choosing e3 sufficiently small we will have and so (ii) follows.
Remark. If/and T are as in Theorem 4, and if one can find a sequence {Ä"}^0 of rational functions converging to/uniformly on T, and if one can calculate the mapping function <f> for the interior of T, then it is now possible to determine a sequence of polynomials {^}^10 such that hmk^x\\f -qk\\T = p(f,T).
